
Profit Whales 2021 Annual Amazon Ads
Report: Quarter Breakdown and Sponsored
Products More Than 10% Drop In Ad Sales

A full-service marketing agency for e-

commerce brands Profit Whales has

released their Annual Amazon 2021 PPC

report.

AVENTURA, FLORIDA, UNITED STATES,

January 25, 2022 /EINPresswire.com/ --

A full-service marketing agency for e-

commerce brands Profit Whales has

come out with a detailed Amazon 2021

PPC report. In this retrospective

summary, they thoroughly analyse the

U.S. data they collected throughout the

past year and put the metrics in trend

graphs to display Amazon marketplace

retail and advertising performance and

consider it for 2022 strategies. 

Even though the numbers of Amazon sales are growing quite moderately, the Q3 ad sales grew

by 50% ($8.09 billion) compared to the same timespan in 2020. The average CPC (Cost-per-Click)

also shows continuous growth rising to 12% in Q3, which means the ad space might become less

competitive with bigger players remaining in the picture.

The data presented in the Profit Whales annual Amazon 2021 PPC report comes from internal

sources, Amazon PPC statistics during the 2021 calendar and the record-breaking Prime Day

event in particular. Throughout the 48 hours it lasted, the sales reached $11.19 billion

worldwide, with advertising costs also peaking, mainly Sponsored Display CPC grew by 28%.

While the statistics for Sponsored Product sales have stayed relatively the same throughout

2021, reaching about 23%, it is a more than 10% drop compared to Q4 results in 2020.

Sponsored Brands sales also experienced a major 10% fall at the beginning of 2021, but the level

of average CPC growth did not cross the 10% line, as opposed to the SP results.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://profitwhales.com
https://profitwhales.com/archives/guides/annual-amazon-ppc-report
https://profitwhales.com/archives/guides/annual-amazon-ppc-report


Still, most sellers continue relying on

their Sponsored Products campaigns

that take up almost 82% of all ads,

while the 2021 trends show that the

focus might be shifting towards

Sponsored Brands campaigns with

Amazon's ongoing encouragement for

sellers to engage in Amazon Brand

Registry. Sponsored Brands campaigns

have taken over 1/10 of all advertising

on Amazon.

In 2021, Amazon focused on building a

convenient space for brands, with the

Ad Console redesign, the Storefronts

being used more widely, and Amazon

Attribution implementation that made

engaging external traffic as important

as ever. The Amazon algorithm takes

into consideration an unmatched

amount of factors compared to

previous years. Consequently, sellers,

especially the newly engaged ones,

should mind the trends and numbers

to determine the most profitable areas of advertising and avoid unnecessary ad spending in

2022.

Annual Amazon PPC Report Highlights:

The key to keeping up with

or even outperforming the

competition is accurate

inventory planning, using

Amazon tools, and

understanding your sales

long-term.”

Michael Efremov, Profit

Whales’ Lead Analyst

- ACoS is usually the lowest on Saturdays — 13.23%, but

the day of the week with the highest CVR is Wednesday —

11.72% 

- Sponsored Products Clicks growth on Prime Day shows

the lowest result out of all the PPC ad types — only 7%

- The average CPC for Sponsored Brands has dropped

lower than 10% from Q1 to Q3 in 2021

- The average CPC for Sponsored Products didn’t change

after the Q4 in 2020

Predictions for the direction Amazon takes in 2022 are

based on last year’s performance, thus in the Profit Whales Amazon 2021 PPC report, they

cover:

https://profitwhales.com/archives/articles/amazon-predictions


- The US Sponsored Products Growth Overview

- The US Sponsored Brands Growth Overview 

- Amazon Prime Day PPC Advertising Results

- Spend by Ad Type in 2021 

- Average Clickthrough rate vs. Placement 

About

Profit Whales is a full-service marketing agency for Amazon brands, a trusted Amazon Ads

partner, and a Pinterest partner. They accelerate sales growth using on & off Amazon traffic to

give the brands an edge over competitors and diversify the revenue streams while increasing the

business evaluation. Their experts deal with Amazon PPC Advertising, Amazon DSP,  Social Media

Ads, Google Ads, Listing Optimization, and Content Creation.
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